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From the Editor-in-Chief

ROGER SARTY

I t h i n k I’m a bit out of sync with my generation - yes,
the baby boomers. Evidently we suffered trauma because of the
menace of nuclear conflagration. “Duck and cover” exercises in school
scarred us all - except I and my school chums missed the trauma.
I attended Gorsebrook school, at South Street and Robbie Street in
Halifax, a bit more than a kilometre from the r c a f Maritime Air
Group headquarters at the corner of South and Barrington. Next to
the school was a barracks compound that I now know was developed
in the Second World War to house the headquarters personnel.
Maybe that was the reason why we did not have “duck and cover”
at Gorsebrook - presumably we were too close to “ground zero” and
there was no point. In any event I clearly recall the excitement during
the Cuban Missile Crisis, when I was in grade 5. From time to time
armed forces helicopters put down in our school yard, and although
I can’t be sure, there may have been increased activity at the time
of the crisis. My gang earnestly hoped there might be some sort of
war, and were disappointed when the crisis passed. We were all aware
from family stories about what an exciting place Halifax was during
the Second World War - in contrast to the quiet, isolated town we
knew - and wanted to experience such big events ourselves.
It was a bit of a jolt to be reminded by one of the pieces in the
present issue that we have passed the fiftieth anniversary of the crisis.
To give some personal perspective on the passage of time, when I was
in grade 5 the fiftieth anniversary of the outbreak of the First World
War was still two years away. I later learned that our family doctor in
the 1950s and early 1960s had been a medical officer on the Western
Front, Captain Gordon B. Wiswell, Canadian Arm y Medical Corps,
who received the Military Cross for gallantry in combat.
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One curious aspect of Canada’s part in the Cuban crisis is that
few scholarly accounts have appeared. Thus I was delighted when
Mike Bechthold, in his quietly efficient way, organized the appearance
of two articles. Brad Gladman and Peter Archambault, who work
for the Department of National Defence as strategic analysts, have
probed into one of the central issues: whether the armed forces needed
to seek Cabinet approval in order to match the US armed forces
heightened state of readiness. Air Marshal Frank Miller, chairman of
the chiefs of staff, insisted Cabinet approval was necessary - but this
new research strongly suggests he was wrong. Frequent contributor
Sean Maloney has built on his important book, Learning to Love the
Bomb (2007), with material opened through access to information
to detail how and when the r c a f obtained nuclear warheads for
the new air defences developed in cooperation with the United
States following the creation of n o r a d in 1957. He shows how the
Diefenbaker government’s growing hesitancy resulted in the defences
being far from complete at the time of the crisis.
There are two other linked research papers, on how the
Commonwealth armies of the Second World War re-learned the
techniques developed during the First World War for the effective
use of artillery firepower. In a revisionist piece, Matthew Powell of
the University of Birmingham deploys new research to argue that
Air Marshal Sir Arthur Barratt, air officer commanding of the
r a f ’ s Arm y Cooperation Command, was not obstructionist in his
conservative approach to air observation for the artillery, but rather
was cautious because his own considerable experience during the First
World War made him fully aware of pitfalls. Major David Grebstad,
Royal Canadian Artillery, details the struggle of the artillery of the
1st Canadian Infantry Division to implement recently developed
techniques for massing firepower in the inhospitable environment of
Sicily during the Canadian Arm y’s first campaign of the war in the
summer of 1943.
The struggle of citizen soldiers - and citizen airmen and citizen
sailors - to learn on the job is of course a leitmotif in the story of
Canada’s military effort in the Second World War. Larry Rose, a
long-time journalist and a military specialist, examines the military’s
failures, the hidden agenda of Prime Minister William Lyon Mackenzie
King, and the divisions within Canada leading up to Canada’s entry
into the war. He suggests that the lack of preparedness was directly
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responsible for two of Canada’s costliest military defeats: the battle
of Hong Kong and Dieppe.
In the Canadian War Museum section, Eric Brown draws on the
personnel file of an underage recruit in the Royal Naval Canadian
Volunteer Reserve in the First World War to tell a poignant and tragic
story, all the more powerful because the boy’s death from illness and the manner the appeals from his grieving father were dealt with
in such a perfunctory manner by the bureaucratic machine.
J.L. Granatstein has contributed another insightful interview
transcript from his Generals project. Major-General Bruce Matthews
rose from humble beginnings as a prewar militia artilleryman to
command 2nd Canadian Infantry Division from November 1944 to
the end of the war. His vast wartime experience allows him to offer
personal appraisals of many of Canada’s senior Second World War
commanders. He also shares his poignant memories of returning home
after the war and having his twin sons ask their mother who he was.
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